CONNECT to Offer Pre-Conference Workshop at DEC in November

Division for Early Childhood Pre-Conference Workshop

CONNECT: An Evidence-Based Practice Approach to Professional Development

Thursday November 17, 2011 National Harbor, MD 9:00am-4:00pm
Registration fee: $195

Presented by: Pam Winton, Virginia Buysse, Beth Rous, Dale Epstein, and Dawn Ellis

Faculty Team: Pip Campbell (Thomas Jefferson University), Susan Fowler (University of Illinois-Champaign-Urbana), Rena Hallam (University of Delaware), Sharon Palsha (University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill), Ann Turnbull (University of Kansas)

- A workshop designed for faculty, doctoral students and PD providers
- Come learn about and apply an innovative clinical teaching approach and free, web-based resources into your upcoming courses, seminars and PD events.
- Content on specific practices such as embedded interventions, transition practices, communication for collaboration, family-professional partnerships, dialogic reading.
- Presentations and small group work- bring your computers.

Read More & Register

http://dec-sped.org/Conference/PreConference_Workshops

CONNECT is a collaboration between FPG Child Development Institute at UNC Chapel Hill & the Human Development Institute at the University of Kentucky.